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Student Agreement/Disclaimer 


1.  I have fully read, understand and agree to abide by Creative Acting Workshops' Class and Workshops Policy and Payment Policy and understand 
my financial obligations/cancellation notices.


2.  I understand that the Class and Payment Policies of Creative Acting Workshops may change and that the changes will be published on the website.


Health and Safety


3. I understand that I will be briefed on Health and Safety issues at the start of the course/workshop.   


4. Whilst Creative Acting Workshops and its teachers take all reasonable care in the conduct of its classes and workshops, I understand that all warm-
up portions of Creative Acting Workshops and any other portions of Creative Acting Workshop and Classes carry the potential risk of personal 
accident and/or injury.   


5. I understand that Creative Acting Workshops and Classes accepts no responsibility for injury or loss during its classes/workshops or whilst 
participants are near or at Creative Acting Workshops' hired studios and premises.


 6. I fully understand that Creative Acting Workshops and Classes are not responsible for and will not compensate for any loss or damage directly 
related or indirectly related to my participation in Creative Acting Workshops and Classes.


7.  I understand that I am fully responsible for ensuring that I am physically and medically fit to  participate in the class and for the duration of the class.


8.  I understand that it is my full responsibility to inform the tutor of any medical concerns, and that the tutor leading the class has the right to refuse my 
participation in the Trance Dance Warm-up or any other Warm-up portions of Creative Acting Workshops and Classes or any other activity.


9. I understand that  Creative Acting Workshops and Classes are not held liable for any loss or injury that arises from a pre-known medical condition or 
my failure to inform the tutor of any relevant health, medical and safety conditions.


Creative Acting Workshops Disclaimer/Student Agreement Additional Notes:  It is advisable to check with your health practitioner before undertaking 
any form of exercise.  Please use your common sense when taking any form of exercise!  


Creative Acting Workshops and Classes has full public liability and employer insurance in the USA, UK and Europe.


Student Name:


Student Signature:


Date:






